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President’s Commentary

Making A Difference
In between our membership campaign
and workforce outreach, TAB launched two
new programs, Builders2Trades (B2T) and a
Home & Auto Insurance Program.
The B2T program was created in an effort to
expedite the matching of builders, developers and remodelers to skilled tradespeople
and suppliers. This platform allows members
to search for craftsmen by trade who are
working in or are willing to relocate to the
builder's area. The site is updated daily.

Justin MacDonald

A

s I start to reflect back, I immediately
think of what our great state has
gone through this past year with
Hurricane Harvey and the bonds
that were created due to these setbacks. As
Texans, we always rally around each other
and extend a helping hand.
I stepped into this leadership role with one
goal in mind and that was to make a difference. This industry is my passion and it’s what
drives me. After nearly 12 months, our association has bonded together and worked hard
to increase our membership to nearly 11,000
members. We have also stepped up our
development and enrichment curriculums in
high schools and community colleges across
the state to help ease the workforce shortage.
Both grassroots efforts will fuel our industry
for years to come. I’m very proud of everyone
that has helped make our industry stronger.
We are making a difference!

Our numbers will be noticed when the 86th
Legislative Session convenes in January 2019
and on March 20, 2019 when hundreds of
home builders and associate members rally at
the Capitol. The strength of our membership
is what makes our organization credible, well
respected and strong at the State Capitol, with
regulatory agencies and among local officials.
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Our newest program is “Home & Auto
Insurance brought to you by the Texas
Association of Builders and State Auto.”
These personal lines of insurance were
designed exclusively for TAB and the new
offerings are available to members, their
employees, their clients, and their families.
One of the privileges of serving as president
is witnessing all of the incredible behind the
scenes work that goes on at the state office.
From the membership drive, to events
management, to developing new programs,
the amount of work that's produced by the
TAB staff is truly amazing.
The Sunbelt Builders Show™ sold out the
trade show floor for the fifth straight year
and the HOMEPAC FUNdango & Washers
Tournaments raised record funds to support TAB’s advocacy efforts. In addition, the
first Sunbelt concert was produced by the
Young Professionals Council featuring Ray
Wylie Hubbard, Texas Red Dirt legend and
member of the Texas Heritage Songwriters’
Association Hall of Fame. This social event
was one of the most talked-about in TAB’s
history. Ticket proceeds benefited the Texas
Builders Foundation, raising thousands of
dollars to provide student scholarships and
to help grow our industry by growing trades
schools and their programs.
As work continues, I hope to see each of you
at the fall committee and board meetings
in Austin at the Driskill Hotel on November
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14–16. We will take this opportunity to focus
on important state and national housing
industry topics as we prep for the 2019
Legislative Session. I also invite you to attend
the Excellence in Leadership Dinner that
hosts the HOMEPAC Silent and Live Auction.
At the dinner, President-elect Robert Wood
will be installed, the 2018 "Of The Year" award
winners will be announced and two legendary members, Patsy Smith and George Lewis,
will be inducted into the Texas Housing Hall
of Honor. The celebration is slated for 6:45
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 15.
It has been my honor to serve as president
of the Texas Association of Builders, and I
appreciate everyone who contributed to
making this a great experience for me, and
a successful year for our association. I want
to thank the other senior officers—Robert
Wood, Randy Bowling, Brett Martin and
Rick McGuire—for their assistance in governing TAB in 2018. I also want to thank my
wife Courtney for her patience and support during our first year of marriage. Last,
but certainly not least, thank you to Scott
Norman and the TAB staff for their hard work
to implement these programs and promote
the goals of the association. To everyone
who extended a helping hand and supported TAB and me this year—Thank You!

2018 TAB Senior Officers
President
Justin MacDonald, MacDonald Companies
Kerrville, Texas
First Vice President
Robert Wood, Custom Homes by Robert Wood
Lubbock, Texas
Vice President/Secretary
Randy Bowling, Tropicana Homes
El Paso, Texas
Treasurer
Brett Martin, Tilson Home Corp.
Houston, Texas
Immediate Past President
Rick McGuire, McGuire Builders, Inc.
Lubbock, Texas

Executive Director’s Message

Another Year – One to Celebrate – Is Coming to an End

M. Scott Norman, Jr.

W

e’re about to close the chapter
on another year. As you know,
Hurricane Harvey hit the Texas coast
on August 25, 2017, and much of
2018 has been devoted to cleaning up the devastation – both literally and figuratively.
Harvey caused over $125 billion in damage, and
a year later many of the affected areas have yet
to fully recover. Literally, tens of thousands of
homes have been rebuilt or repaired, businesses
are again open to customers, and vacationers
were welcomed to enjoy the Texas Gulf Coast
this summer. However, it may take years for
complete restoration of the hardest-hit areas.
The Texas Legislature’s Senate and House
committees have been meeting regularly to
study their interim charges, and hundreds of
hours have been devoted to talking about
how to mitigate damage from future natural
disasters. The discussions revolved around the
order in which infrastructure issues should be
addressed, the best uses of resources to ensure
that Texans are housed safely, and ways to make
sure remediation along the coast occurs in the
most affordable way possible as our population
continues to grow statewide.
There is, however, much good news to share
with the readers of Texas Builder Magazine! Texas
continues to lead the nation in housing starts,
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our economy is booming, and although
we continue to suffer from a shortage of
skilled construction workers, our members
are working with their local school districts,
community colleges and trade schools
within their communities to grow our
workforce. These passionate builders and
remodelers are bringing their knowledge
and skills into our schools to start or enhance
construction trades programs, mentor
students, and educate the public on our
industry as a professional and well-paying
career choice. Thank you to the dedicated
members and our local home builders
associations for working with schools and
community leaders in their areas.
As part of this effort, I want to introduce you
to a new page on TexasBuilders.org that’s
devoted to workforce development and
provides members and HBAs with resources
to help you in your efforts to create
construction trades programs. From a draft
letter that can be customized to introduce
your HBA’s interest in working with schools
and community leaders, to a PowerPoint
presentation suitable for any audience,
“Building a House A–Z,” to how to host a
career fair, I encourage you to check out this
page that’s full of helpful information. If you
have success stories or best practices that
can be replicated around the state, please
contact Lorraine Urey at TAB. We will update
this page as we gather relevant information.
Visit TexasBuilders.org, login to “Members
Only,” and click on “Workforce Development”
to access the resource page.
I also want to remind you about TAB’s
website for builders and remodelers to find
trades who are willing to work in Texas. The
Texas Association of Builders is committed
to doing all that we can to ensure that our
members have the resources they need
to house the citizens of our state. This
website was created as a free resource for
TAB’s builder and remodeler members
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to search for skilled tradespeople and
valued suppliers—to pair professionals
through this online platform. This website
gives members the opportunity to find
craftsmen by trade as well as key suppliers
who might be right for their projects and
who are looking to work in Texas.
The Builders2Trades platform is updated
daily with names and contact information
of people looking to work with you, so
please visit the site regularly by going to
TexasBuilders.org, “Members Only,” login,
and click on “Builders2Trades.” TAB does
not endorse, certify or support the listed
tradespeople or suppliers. We are merely
offering you a platform to connect with
potential tradespeople or suppliers. Many
thanks to TAB’s partner in this effort,
MultiView, that is spearheading all updates
and changes to B2T.
As we head into the holiday season, we have
much to celebrate. I am grateful that the Texas
Association of Builders is healthy both from a
membership and financial standpoint, and
we are continuing to work on programs and
initiatives that will serve our members well.
2018 is ending on a positive note, and we are
looking forward to a busy and successful 2019.
The Texas Legislature will convene in January,
and your professional government relations
team will continue working to protect our
industry’s interests. We also need you to be a
part of our legislative advocacy and hope to
see you on March 20, TAB’s Rally Day at the
State Capitol. This important event allows us
to provide a unified, pro-housing message to
our elected officials, and it is always impressive
to see TAB’s strength in numbers as hundreds
of our members flood the halls of the Capitol.
The TAB staff and I extend our best wishes
to you and your loved ones for a wonderful
holiday season, and we look forward to
continuing to work together for Texas
Housing in the new year.

TexasBuilders.org
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Reflections of Hurricane Harvey

O n e Y e a r L at e r
Jessica Hovel
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rom the initial news that Harvey
was coming, builder members all
over Coastal Texas worked tirelessly,
cleaning up their sites, boarding up
their homes, and helping their neighbors
do the same. Emergency shipments of
plywood were arriving the day Hurricane
Harvey was supposed to make land fall
to Crossroads BA suppliers in Victoria for
peoples’ preparations.

“We had an idea of the work we were in for
once the storm was over, but I don’t think
we were prepared for the damage we faced
once we finally got stock of it,” recalls Kim
Jacobs-Lindsey, Crossroads BA Executive
Vice President.

expect and what steps they needed to
take after the flood waters receded. While
Harvey raged around him, Dan prepared
a FAQ page on flood damage and posted
it on the NextDoor website. He figured
it was the best way to reach the most
homeowners in the midst of the disaster.
“People were in shock and the resources
they needed regarding their homes
weren’t being provided anywhere in the
media. I wrote it just to try to educate
people as best I could. The GHBA got ahold
of it and put together an amazing disaster
safety page that’s now the first thing you
see when you go onto their website.”

The rebuilding process is ongoing, and
one year later, the progress is not only
applicable for the present, but will impact
the future.

He followed up the FAQ page with
interviews with local media outlets to
extend the outreach to homeowners on
topics like mold remediation, how to cope
with flood damage, and the sequence of
steps on how to rebuild your home.

“After Harvey occurred we were the most
focused on providing people as much
information as possible,” Casey Morgan,
Greater Houston BA’s Executive Officer,
recollects on the days following the storm.

From a construction company standpoint,
Dan and his employees had to figure out
what to do with all the phone calls they
were receiving from homeowners who
were flooded.

The GHBA has since been providing up
to the minute information on regulation
changes for the cities and counties in
the GHBA jurisdiction. They developed a
disaster resources webpage for members,
including changed regulations and
expedited processes for rebuilding.
There is also information dedicated
to consumers outside the industry on
ways to avoid fly-by-night contractors
and videos on a variety of topics and
remodeling tips, including FAQs. These
ideas were brought to the GHBA by Dan
Bawden of LegalEagle Construction.

“We wrote a script for the office manager
and other employees to field the calls
from the public and have useful answers
on specifically what to do, especially
regarding basic safety information. The
public doesn’t always know that behind
the scenes, we didn’t always know what
to do either. There was a lot of worrying
and anxiety in the builder and remodeler
community about how we were to handle
all that stress of making sure your company
is best helping everyone.”

Dan realized even before the flood
event was over that there needed to be
a resource for homeowners on, what to

City officials were invited by the GBHA
from the permit-building, engineering,
and flood departments in Houston to
host panel luncheons with builders and
contractors on rebuilding topics. Mold

remediation and insurance expert, Jeep
Moore, walked remodelers through
dealing with FEMA, insurance companies,
and adjusters, as well as how to figure
out when remediation is necessary and
what should or shouldn’t be done and
when; other panel leaders included
attorneys specializing in construction law
who provided cautionary tales of mold
remediation and litigation to members so
they understood what risks there are.
“That was a really important point of
discussion from the legal side. Everyone
was helping with post flooding and mold
remediation work to some extent. If you put
someone’s home back together that was
previously remediated by someone else
and mold comes back, the homeowners will
say remediation wasn’t done correctly. They
can come after you, the remodeler, who put
the sheetrock and cabinets back on, so you
need to properly protect yourself,” Dan said.
Some of the experts who came stuck
around at their own expense and had
dinners out with the builders and
contractors who wanted more information
so they could discuss the finer points of
mold remediation. “We were all sponges
who were trying to soak in as much of
this information that we could. Great
opportunity for members to learn all of
this,” Dan remarked.
A year later, some people have given up
on rebuilding and walked away from
their mortgages and homes because it’s
too expensive to rebuild properly or not
worth their time investment. Most of the
projects contractors are looking at are a
wide variety of homes in various stages of
the rebuild process. Dan commented that
he has driven by places this September
where sheetrock is only now being
removed from homes.
Hurricane and flood proofing homes

TexasBuilders.org
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have become more of a precedent for
homeowners and are the type of projects
contractors are seeing the most of now.
Damageable flooring such as hardwood
and sheet vinyl are being replaced with
acres of wood look tiles or large format
ceramic tiles, which are easier to clean
and disinfect after a flood event. Drywall
materials and paints that are more mold
resilient are applied to the inside walls.
Homeowners are also looking to build their
homes above the flood zone. Some have
been lifting the home off of the foundation
and setting them with posts, which makes
Dan wary of potential damage as the house
settles or another large flood comes and
knocks the posts from underneath. Others
have taken the whole slab up with the
home or have knocked it down and rebuilt
a new house higher, which in some cases
can cost the same as taking the original off
the foundation.
Dan expects that in another summer
season or two, an especially rainy period
will sprout the mold spores that are still in
people’s walls and they will bloom again
through the drywall.
“A lot of people didn’t wait long enough for
the lumber to dry out and closed up too
soon. A lot of the calls we are getting now,
or will be getting, are from those people
who closed up early and are now seeing
the mold come back.”
A Push for Advocacy
The GHBA also began working with
stakeholder
groups
from
similar
associations to work with elected officials
to educate them on greater infrastructure
funding. Casey and her team saw concern
that the focus would be on changing
regulations, but the problem with only
focusing on them is that they would only
be for prospective homes, not homes that
were already standing.
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Casey explains, “A lot of homes were
built before there were even flood maps.
Statistics showed that new construction
fared well. Only thing that could keep older
homes from flooding again was to change
the infrastructure. We needed to invest and
repair antiquated infrastructure.”
The GHBA, West Houston Association,
and other industry stakeholders formed
Houston Stronger in the fall of 2017 as an
umbrella organization for advocacy group
and business associations to develop a
plan to figure out what solutions were
necessary and the cost of those potential
solutions. The large coalition of 20+
civic groups, business associations, and
chambers of commerce main objectives
were to inform and educate elected
officials, as well as the voting public
on infrastructure funding and flood
mitigation projects. They put a number
of different projects in focus that had
been shelved over the years due to lack
of funding. One went as far back as 1912
and would have put wider setbacks along
the bayous. Elements from a 1940s plan
provided by the Corps of Engineers after
Houston flooded in 1935 and 1937 to
reroute the Cypress Creek overflow from
Cady Prairie was also brought back up.
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According to Auggie Campbell, West
Houston Association’s President and CEO,
“We pursued advocacy at the local, state
and federal levels to get funding to ensure
government reaches out and does a good
job. County to conduct meeting with the
community, watershed to watershed,
so each community could tell them
their ideas on how to best protect the
communities and watershed.”
“That was a long process; what came to
fruition is that the County Judge Ed Emmitt
and Gov. Abbott permitted a special bond
election that was held August 25 for $2.5
billion bond package to deal with the flood
mitigation,” said Casey Morgan.
With heavy involvement from the GHBA
and advocacy from Houston Stronger, the
bond package “Proposition A” was put to
a vote and was approved by the public
with an 86 percent approval vote. The
bond package will be used to fund local
flood mitigation projects and will also be
leveraged as a map for federal funding
for flood mitigation. Harris County and
the flood control district conducted 23
watershed
community
engagement
meetings, 49 civic meetings, and over
200 projects were identified for the
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greater community. From the information
gathered, the package will work towards
buyouts for the flood control district
by buying the land and repurposing it
to provide addition capacity for areas
adjacent to the waterways.

“We had an idea of the work we were in for once the storm
was over, but I don’t think we were prepared for the
damage we faced once we finally got stock of it.”

Some of the bond money will provide
maintenance and repair to the over 1,500
channel segments and over 2,500 miles
worth of channel overall. Auggie noted that,
“Lots of upgrades are needed to be made
along the way. We are most concerned with
the existing channels that haven’t been
repaired well enough since Harvey. There’s
a lot of sand, dirt, dead trees. Now if they
get three-to-five inches they are flooding in
those places.”

Of what the future holds, Casey says,
“Our community has been really resilient.
Houston is still the number two market
in the nation for home building. With
the bond passage, there still needs to
be further focus on more infrastructure
funding. We will engage with our state
delegation as the legislature meets up
again beginning in January on the need
for the state of Texas to consider greater
infrastructure funding along the gulf coast
in case of another major storm like Harvey.”

“Additional detention, desilting drainage
channels, and preserving natural flood
plains are all critically necessary to
protect current and future construction
so that’s what made it important to
GHBA,” Casey further expressed. “The
passage of one bond was important
was because it was supported by voters.
It was a great demonstration as to how
residents are prioritizing flood mitigation
in their communities.”

“Houstonians are super resilient and super
resourceful. Even without many resources
to start with they hustled to find some
way to get their homes back. Resiliency is
something that every community across
the nation should think about. Every
county should have a hazard mitigation
program to pay attention to and to be
improved upon. There are a lot of things
to help communities be prepared for
any major disaster; communities need

to spend time thinking about it before
it happens,” Auggie advises to others
following his experience with the storm.
The major challenge with all the projects
Houston Stronger is advocating for is that
they can’t be built fast enough. With this
year’s hurricane season coming to an end
and people’s attention still on the issues at
hand, getting these projects funded and
built needs to happen as soon as possible.
Houston won’t forget about Harvey, but
Auggie emphasizes that this is the moment
to follow through and see that the projects
are completed. “It would be really nice for
people working on this to be able to say
in 2017 we had this horrible storm but
we made a good start and not only got
a lot done but also created a process to
help see beneficial, mitigation projects
to completion.”
He further stresses, “We don’t want to
overreach on a political aspect. What we
want is to come up with the right answer,
not the knee jerk one. It’s fortunate that there
are so many people who have gone through
previous storms come into our community
with very informative and compelling
conversations to be sure we did it right and
better than we have with past storms.”
Building BuildAid
When Hurricane Harvey hit, everyone saw
the devastation in their neighborhoods.
Those at HomeAid and at GHBA
immediately asked themselves what they
could do to help. Three days after the
storm, Bette Moser, the executive director
of HomeAid, received a call from David
Weekley. He was thinking along the same
lines. He proposed that they put together
teams of builders and tradespeople to

TexasBuilders.org
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“Houstonians are super resilient and super resourceful.
Even without many resources to start with they hustled
to find some way to get their homes back."
restore the homes of low-to-moderate
income families who might not have any
other way to recover. This proposal was
the birth of BuildAid.
BuildAid has been a massive undertaking,
from working in the neighborhoods, to
identifying and qualifying homeowners,
to recruiting and on-boarding builders,
creating the necessary documents for
the application process, and to raising
the funds for the work. There was truly
no model for what the group was
contemplating. It was a labor of love and
concern on the part of David Weekley
Homes, HomeAid, the GHBA, and the
initial builder captains to finally launch the
program in early 2018. One such captain
that was brought onboard was Chris Yuko.
David Weekley had called him about
BuildAid and told him that he wanted
Chris to help get it going. “When else do
you really have a chance to step in and
help your city recover?” Chris said about
his acceptance to the challenge.
Casey said of the GHBA involvement, “I
like to think among a number of member
benefits we provide, one of the main ones
is the ability to serve as a conduit to our
members to engage them in volunteer
opportunities throughout the community.
We work with programs like HomeAid
Houston and Operation Finally Home.
After Hurricane Harvey hit we knew that
there would be a huge need to use GHBA
resources and expertise to get families
back into their homes as soon as possible.
BuildAid has allowed members to give
back to the community, specifically to
Harvey victims.”
One of the things the team at BuildAid is
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proud of is that it was created because of
Harvey. The idea to tap into the professional
builder network is a compelling and novel
idea. A $5.5 million grant given to them by
Houston’s mayor was a boost of confidence
that the program was a guiding light out
of the devastation for many of the people
whose homes were beyond their means.
The BuildAid team today is composed of a
director, a team of client services folks who
work with homeowners, and a team of
builders who perform the work. The team
is currently reviewing 99 applications,
while 50 homeowners are in the selection
process, 31 homes are under construction,
and 14 homes have been completed. As
of today, the goal for the BuildAid team is
to complete at least 250 restorations
within the next 18-24 months. Builders
who have, or who are, participating include
David Weekley Homes, Chesmar Homes,
Taylor Morrison, Partners in Building,
Colina Homes, Sandcastle Homes, and
Greeneco Builders.
Bette said about the program, “Our mission
has been, and will continue to be, to bring
hope and restoration to homeowners in
need who were devastated by Harvey.
Being able to watch a single mother and
her children move back into their newly
completed – and furnished – home has
made all the hard work worth it!”
The main roadblock the team at BuildAid
comes across while building is that every
home and every homeowner is truly
unique. There can’t be a standard process
for each home because the team sees
homes in different states of progress. Some
homes look exactly like they did right after
Harvey, some homes will have walls up
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and floors in. Another problem the team
realized as they started repairing homes
and bringing homeowners back home
was the lack of sleeping arrangements for
homeowners on their first night. BuildAid
has since worked with the Rebuild Texas
Fund (Michael and Susan Dell Fund for
Hurricane Harvey) and partnered with
Mattress Mac so they can refurnish all the
homes they rebuild.
Chris thinks that in the future, programs
like BuildAid could be easily implemented
throughout the country by other builders
associations when dealing with postnatural disasters. “I would love to see
the BuildAid model replicated wherever
a disaster has hit. It’s a powerful model
that anywhere there is home builders’
community that exists, it’s a model that
should be tapped into.”
Dealing with the Labor Shortage
Texas had been experiencing a labor
shortage in the building industry well before
Harvey hit, but the aftermath has only put
that shortage under a larger microscope.
“Contractors are still overloaded with work.
As with everywhere in Texas, there was
already a short supply of trained, certified
contractors and it has been difficult for them
to keep above the insurmountable work
load Harvey has further placed on the trades.
Simply put, there are not enough hours for
the number of contractors in the area,” Kim
Jacobs-Lindsay from Victoria laments.
“Certainly, Harvey has made the labor
shortage more obvious. Texas was
already dealing with a shortage and it’s
now more difficult as there are different
trade professionals who have been in
high demand throughout the process.
Sheetrockers, tilers, painters, suppliers.
Right now, a builder in the Victoria area
will tell you that the current labor shortage
adds an extra two months to a project.”

Feature

From a
Contractor’s
Perspective
"Having never dealt with a
storm of this nature was a
huge learning experience
for us. It seems like all our
subcontractors disappeared
after the storm. I felt a lot of
responsibility to help people
get their homes back together
ASAP. I found myself not
sleeping and wondering how I
was I going to be able to help
all these people. We were
getting around 500 calls a day.
I soon realized I couldn’t help
everyone! I did my best to
help my community get back
on their feet. The shortage of
manpower was the biggest
obstacle. There was, and still is,
so much work and not enough
people to get the work done.
We helped as many customers
as we could. We did our best!
Things are starting to get better
but there still is a shortage of
good subcontractors."

Roland Rodriguez
RCR Homes/RCR Roofing Co.
Victoria, TX

Dan Bawden heartedly agreed. “We are
doing more waiting to get field workers on
the job. The duration of home projects in
general are taking longer, and we can no
longer give homeowners a time table for
when it will be completed. Skilled workers
are charging more because they can and
they are working so hard. Labor costs have
gone up 15 percent.”
There are now several proposals being put
together and implemented by the Greater
Houston BA towards increasing the labor
pool. The first, and most crucial one, is
targeting younger generations to entice
them to enter trades programs.
Greater vocational and trades training
in schools and junior colleges need to
have a greater emphasis put on them,
especially in Houston where trades jobs
are in high demand. The GHBA is working
with area schools to promote trades
focused curriculums, that direct students
to enroll in GHBA sponsored programs
and apprenticeships to introduce them to
more immediate employment. Across the
county, the National Association of Home
Builders is trying to get more trade schools
and industrial arts programs into schools
as well as distributing marketing pieces
geared towards younger generations that
highlight the well-paying trades jobs.
Kim says her association was going to
career days at local schools and hosting
different programs well before Harvey.
Before opening to students in late August,
MidPost Academy was giving educational
presentations to explain their programs.
The Crossroads BA builders and contractors
have partnered with Midpost Academy
to dedicate themselves to helping
students get jobs with contractors. As of
now, Midpost Academy is only training
plumbing and electrical trades but hopes
to soon have classes in HVAC and carpentry
once they are further established.

GHBA has been very involved to help
with the stress that members and the
community are faced with during this
time. One of the most helpful programs
is the Texas Association of Builders
Builders2Trades, a site that works to match
builders and trades professionals. TAB
members can search for a tradesperson
working in their area and looking for jobs.
Initially after Harvey the GHBA was fielding
inquiry calls from builders but found out
quickly it wasn’t an efficient process. The
B2T website is proving to be an efficient,
helpful tool to match builders with trades.
“The website will be a huge help for builders
trying to find reputable tradespeople to
work with them. For the next two to three
years as recovery continues these types of
programs are important. This is just one of
the many great benefits of being a member
of TAB,” Dan said about the program.
The Road Ahead
Outlying areas of Victoria and the
Crossroads
BA,
including
Bayside,
Rockport, and Port Aransas are still
dealing with devastation. For them, the
battle is ongoing. In the initial days that
followed the hurricane, not a house was
left unscathed and people who were not
able to find rooms at motels were living
in tents. There is still a large number of
people living out of motel rooms while
fighting with insurance providers to get
their homes repaired to an acceptable
standard of living.
“There is a home right down the road
where the insurance inspector told them
their home was livable. The back wall of the
home is completely gone, and they have
been living in it for the past year. They’ve
gone through the process and are at a point
where it’s finally been considered unsafe so
they can move forward. The whole house
has to be torn down and rebuilt as of two
weeks ago,” Kim Jacobs-Lindsay said.

TexasBuilders.org
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The greatest hurdle these homeowners,
and many others like them encounter after
settling with their insurance company is
waiting for contractors and builders to
fit them in to their already overbooked
schedules. Kim says she wouldn’t be
surprised if it took 10 years to fully recover
from Harvey for tourist areas like Bayside
and longer for the smaller communities
like Austwell.
For the homeowners in her area still
looking for contractors, Kim offers this
advice: “The biggest takeaway we want
people to be aware of is that the builders
associations in their areas are there for
them. We are here to help. If they need
a contractor, please call. We have honest,
experienced, legitimate members that
are a part of the community who build

18

"One of the more genius programs is Builders2Trades, a site that works
to match builders and trade professionals. Members can search for
a tradesperson in their area looking for jobs. After Harvey, the GHBA
was fielding the inquiry calls from builders but the website
became the result of how they can meet that need most efficiently."

and remodel on reputation. Also, I want
to reinforce to the homeowning public to
never pay anyone up front for any work
that is not done.”
For contractors that are dealing with
natural disaster situations, Dan Bawden
says, “This is a marathon not a sprint and
the builders need to realize it’s a longterm deal and they need to articulate that
to their homeowners. It’s going to take

Texas Association of Builders November/December 2018

weeks or months to dry homes out. That
doesn't happen quickly. It’s going to be a
disruption to the rebuilding business but
it’s also an opportunity to be a service to
many people with our unique skills so
think of it as an opportunity to educate as
many people as we can. We have to press
pause on current projects. All of it takes a
lot longer than you think, and every week
is a new adventure. Just hold on to the
tiger’s tale.”
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of THE construction
industry in TEXAS?
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On Council

TAB’s Developers Council
Lisa Clark, Chairman, Developers Council

T

he evolution and growth of any

Only days after this inaugural meeting

in solving day to day problems that we

dynamic

organi-

Hurricane Harvey blasted the Texas coast.

face regularly regarding local community

zation relies on its adaptability

This storm’s impact on our state and our

matters

to meet the members’ needs.

housing was devastating. Also, the effect

mailboxes, trash containers, irrigation, etc.

Throughout the years, TAB has had many

of this storm brought to the forefront

committees, councils, and task forces.

many development issues that need to be

Second, we have developed smaller

Some have come and gone, others still

addressed to rebuild the Gulf Coast. In fact,

specialized task forces to more fully

meet on an “as needed” basis and many

over half of the Texas Legislature’s Interim

research and vet topics that have

have become permanent fixtures within

Charges have been Harvey related, so the

a broader statewide reach that we

the association.

Council has had a full plate during our first

identified will be on our radar for the

membership

such

as

detention

ponds,

full year. Issues include:

upcoming 86th Legislative Session in

Developers have always held very important

• Housing Affordability

2019. Additionally, we will gather data on

positions on TAB’s Government Relations

• Flood Plains

key topics and formulate talking points

Committee. There are seven developers and

• ETJ/County Authority

that we can share.

alternates from each of the geographical

• Stormwater Discharge

areas of the state. However, during the 85th

• Code Regulation

While the first full year as a council has

Legislative Session, more development

• Property Owners Associations

been a busy one, it has been rewarding

issues arose from the Capitol and the

• Special Purpose Districts

to see a grassroots initiative sprout from

membership decided that a larger body

the members and grow into an integral

and more formalized group of developers

As a result of dynamic discussion at our

part of the association in such a short time

was necessary to more fully discuss and

meetings, the council realized that council

frame. We aspire to always be a valuable

vet these legislative and regulatory issues;

meetings were just not enough. We needed

resource to the TAB Government Relations

hence, the idea of a more fully established

more resources and forums to share the vast

Committee, Board of Directors and Staff.

TAB Developers Council was born.

bank of knowledge that this group has and

Contact Mary Castetter at TAB for more

a way to harness that information.

information and please feel free to join

In February 2017, the TAB board of

us at the Developers Council meeting on

directors amended the TAB bylaws to

First, we established a Developers Council

November 15 at 12:15 p.m. during the TAB

add a Developers Council, so at our first

email list serve. This is an opt in platform

Fall committee meetings.

meeting in August of 2017 at the Sunbelt

where developers from across Texas can

Builders Show™ over 50 of us gathered

post questions and provide detailed

to formulate the basic framework and

information to their peers on any relevant

mission of the council.

topic. This forum has proven very valuable

Lisa Clark is the volunteer chair of the
Developers Council. She is President and CEO
of Ryko Development, Inc., in Houston, Texas
TexasBuilders.org
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Legal Opinion

Arbitration Trumps Litigation:
Home Builder Construction Disputes
Walt Keaveny

I

n 1997, League City, Texas, created the League City Public

rare cases there are arbitrator procedural violations). The National

Improvement District to fund improvements for the proposed

Association of Home Builders (NAHB) policy is to support initiatives

master planned community of Magnolia Creek. Planned

that promote binding arbitration in residential construction contracts.

improvements

Having an arbitrator with construction experience is much better

included

street

lights,

drainage

facilities

and sidewalks.

than going before a judge and/or jury who will need to be educated
about the construction issues involved in the dispute.

It is quite common to find arbitration provisions in everything from
cell phone bills to rental agreements. No news there! Arbitration is

What is the legal basis for arbitration?

not a new clever legal maneuver concocted by high-paid attorneys

Arbitration is the out-of-court settling of a dispute between parties,

on Wall Street. In fact, George Washington used arbitration in his

administered by an impartial person (arbitrator) chosen by the

will to settle disputes between heirs. Abraham Lincoln served as an

parties. It is legal and enforceable in all 50 states as per the 1925

arbitrator to settle disputes between landowners. Today, arbitration

Federal Arbitration Act. It has been upheld to settle construction

is widely used in most industries, but it is particularly beneficial for

disputes by the U. S. Supreme Court. It is a fair and efficient means

home builders and homeowners to expeditiously settle construction

to arbitrate disputes individually rather than in a class action where

disputes, which are often technical in nature.

there is less control.

Why is arbitration preferred over litigation?

Can arbitration expedite the resolution of disputes?

It is often said that no one wins in litigation except the attorneys.

Construction litigation is backlogging the courts in many states.

Arbitration, when compared to litigation in the court system, is fast,

Thus, home builders and homeowners are seeking an alternative

cost-effective, more predictable, fair and private. The final arbitration

expedited dispute resolution process. All parties can more efficiently

decision is legally binding and non-appealable (unless in very

settle disputes by agreeing to an arbitration provision in the warranty

TexasBuilders.org
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and in the general construction contract. All leading third-party new

regarding the home builder’s express contract obligations, then a

home warranty companies typically include an arbitration provision.

judge will most likely require arbitration be used to settle the dispute

Warranty companies generally offer pre-arbitration conciliation

as originally agreed upon by the parties.

for both homeowners and home builders. Home builders may
also include arbitration provisions in subcontractor agreements so

What is the actual arbitration process?

that all potential parties involved in a dispute can settle upon an

The disputing parties need not fear the relatively simple informal

agreement in a single arbitration. A local attorney should review

arbitration process. The vast majority of home building arbitrations

all legal documents to ensure they are consistent throughout the

are conducted between only the home builder and homeowner

process and comply with the law. Ambiguous, contradictory or

in front of an arbitrator. It is recommended that the arbitrator be

inconspicuous language in the legal documents may cause a judge

selected from a dispute resolution firm that specializes in construction

to nullify arbitration provisions.

disputes. The parties have an opportunity to agree upon the chosen
arbitrator. Arbitrators are commonly seasoned professionals, such

Does arbitration stop lawsuits?

as code officials, engineers, architects and general contractors.

Homeowners always have a constitutional right to sue for any reason.

Arbitrators have a duty to be impartial with no conflicts of interest.

However, it is generally in the homeowner’s and home builder’s best

Home building disputes, especially warranty arbitrations, are typically

interest to settle construction disputes outside of the courtroom

held privately in the home so that the parties can show the arbitrator

in a fair, equitable and expeditious manner. The home builder and

firsthand the disputed construction items. The arbitrator can only

homeowner should agree to and sign the construction contract and

consider the testimonies of the parties (and any witnesses or

warranty document with arbitration provisions prior to closing. If a

experts), and information identified in submitted documents. After

homeowner changes his or her mind and decides to file a lawsuit

the arbitrator has heard the testimonies, the arbitrator will render
a final binding decision, which is enforceable in a court of law (if
needed). When there is a large number of disputed construction
items, it is common for an arbitrator to find some items in favor of the
homeowner and some in favor of the home builder.
What is the cost of arbitration when compared to litigation?
The average total cost for a home warranty arbitration is $750-$5,000
(commonly split evenly between the parties), compared to $25,000$50,000 for litigation. The entire arbitration process takes an average
of 6-10 weeks (some as little as 2 weeks), compared to 2-6 years for
litigation. The average arbitration hearing takes 1-3 hours, compared
to 5-10 days for a court trial. Arbitration is particularly effective in home
building, due to the often technical nature of construction disputes.
It is fast, cost-effective, fair and equitable for all parties. Construction
dispute arbitration held in a dining room is much preferred over
litigation held in a courtroom.
Mr. Keaveny is the Risk Manager, Underwriting Manager, and Principal
Engineer for the new home warranty company, 2-10 Home Buyers
Warranty. He earned a Bachelor's degree in Geological Engineering
and a Master's in Geotechnical Engineering. He is licensed as both a
Professional Engineer and a Professional Geoscientist, and has over 30
years of diverse engineering experience. He serves on the Construction
Performance Standards Committee for the Texas Association of
Builders, and is an invited speaker and author. Mr. Keaveny's work
on the subject of structural claims has been published in major
newspapers and has drawn international interest.
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Patsy's sudden transition was definitely
an adjustment period. “I was always the
lady behind my husband, always, but
when he passed away in ’94 I took over.”
Stepping into a leadership position didn’t
come right away, but Pasty explained, “I
could give the impression that I knew
what I was doing, so we just went from
day to day.” Thanks to that fake-it-till-youmake-it mentality, she accomplished her
goal in no time. In just two years, Herman
Smith and Company was completely
debt free.
The game plan for her success was
remarkably simple. “I met with my in–house
CPA and I said let’s just make two columns.
I put my debt free assets in column B
and then said I want all of my assets to
be in column B. That’s how I handled the

2018 Texas Housing Hall of Honor Inductee

Patsy Smith
Ellie Hansen

business for two years.” A plan and a prayer
were all Patsy needed to slowly alter the
financial standing of the company.
“My husband was always in the mode
of acquisition, which turned out to be a
benefit for me in the long run,” but Patsy
advises, “you cannot stay in that mode of

A
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acquisitions all the time. There has to be
cquisitions are important,

suit and come out with a 3-million-dollar

a time when you gather in and bring in

but they aren’t everything

loan” was going to make transition as

the profits. That’s what I’ve tried to do.”

to Patsy Smith. Patsy and her

the head of the company trickier than

Under Patsy’s direction the company has

husband, Herman, started

she had anticipated. Suddenly, Patsy

profited immensely, but of all the projects

building houses in 1953. During that time

was responsible for 23 subdivisions and

she’s completed she remains most proud

her main focus was on interior decoration

properties all over the country. Patsy said

of her first.

for the completed homes. “I chose brick

of the time, “I had bankers coming to visit

and chose all the wallpaper and then as

me saying, ‘who is this little blond that

At the start of her presidency, Patsy

we eventually evolved into commercial

was around when Herman was’, but now

undertook the completion of a Bedford

building my husband didn’t need me at

I was in the president’s chair and they

Park subdivision. “It was all new. People

the office every day.”

didn’t know what to think of that, but

weren’t sure if they wanted a smaller

they wanted their money back so it didn’t

house on a zero lot. Now that’s the big

In 1994, after Herman’s untimely death,

matter who I was.” It was a time of great

time.” Coincidently, many years later she

Patsy took over as President and CEO of

challenge during that transition and Patsy

learned that a couple she recreationally

Herman Smith and Company. Patsy quickly

made one goal for herself during that

dances with lived in one of the houses

realized that her husband’s ability to “walk

time: to get Herman Smith and Company

in that subdivision. “They were so happy

into a bank in his navy-blue pinstripe

debt free.

there,” Patsy said of the couple. “It was the
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"I don’t think a builder can succeed unless they are
a member of the Texas Association of Builders.”

Despite the ever-changing tides, the industry
will continue to be good to people as Patsy
assures future generations of builders.
Through the National Housing Endowment,

first subdivision of that kind in this area

a member. “I’m still excited after all these

Patsy has donated over $1 million dollars

and it turned out beautifully.”

years that I belong.”

in endowments and scholarships that have

That subdivision’s success was reassuring,

At the start of her career Patsy would sit

leaders of the housing industry in Texas and

but also served as a wake-up call on how

in unairconditioned open houses and

the nation. Most recently, Patsy established

much work the job would entail. Like never

think about what the future of the home

a sustaining endowment with the Texas

before, Patsy was met with the day to day

would hold. Patsy and Herman climbed

Builders Foundation. Her contributions will

responsibilities of being a builder. “It was

up the ladder and, in 1989, they finally

ensure that men and women serving the

quite challenging,” she said. But in the end,

decided to build their own dream home.

building industry will receive the education,

the success of creating a beautiful place for

That home remains a monument to their

career development, training and job

people to start their lives far outweighed

success. It’s equipped with three washers,

placement that are essential to the health

the challenges of the job. “It’s a pleasure to

three dryers, and three dish washers.

of home building. “There are still so many

know that we actually did that,” said Patsy

It also includes a movie theatre, dance

opportunities for young people today. They

of the completed subdivision.

floor and, Patsy’s favorite room in the

just have to be willing to work, show up

house, a walk-in closet. “My closet now is

and have faith. I really believe that.” But she

Patsy attributes much of her success to

larger than our first home was.” Herman

also advises that builders must use caution.

what she learned by being a part of the

was only able to reside in that house for

“We can’t be pessimistic, but we just need

Texas Association of Builders and the

five years before he passed away, but it

to watch out. You don’t want to owe a lot

National Association of Home Builders. “It’s

remains important to Patsy as the house

of money, regardless of interests rates.” While

the equivalent to a masters or a doctorate

they built together. “I still love that home,”

today the industry is in a prosperous place,

degree. When I stepped up as a leader

she said.

Patsy warns that the pendulum always

and will educate future generations and

of the company, because of my travels

swings and builders need to avoid putting

and meetings and the associations, I had

Patsy remains eternally grateful for all the

learned so much about this industry.” The

opportunities and successes she’s had

network of people she had connected

through what can be an unbelievably

Patsy has lived a fast-paced life with no plans

with through association meetings were

unpredictable occupation. “I feel so

to slow down in the future. She continues

especially beneficial at the start of her

blessed. I don’t worry today about being

to supervise her properties, manage

presidency. “We had friends I could call all

able to pay the electric bill. I don’t worry

builder investments and serve on boards.

over the country because of the NAHB.”

about the finances like we did when we

“My schedule is totally booked always, but

were beginning in the industry.”

I like it that way.” Most importantly, twenty-

For Patsy, being a member of the Texas

themselves in compromising situations.

four years into her presidency Patsy still

Association of Builders is a necessity for

Of everything the building industry

enjoys the day to day of the job. “I hope I’ll

any Texan in the industry. “I don’t think

has given to Patsy, she remains most

continue with my boots on,” she concludes.

a builder can succeed unless they are

appreciative of what it’s been able to do

a member of the Texas Association of

for her two daughters. “They’ve been

For all her incredible accomplishments and

Builders.” The tools the association has to

successful because of their ability to go

her tenacious spirit, the Texas Association

offer are immeasurably helpful for those

to college and not worry about student

of Builders congratulates Patsy Smith on

who want to learn. “A builder cannot

loans.” It’s an incredible credit to Patsy that

her induction into the Texas Housing Hall

compete today if they do not have the

through the fruits of her labor she was able

of Honor. “I love to see women in business

education, the courses and just meeting

to offer her children those opportunities.

and women who achieve,” said Patsy

fellow builders.” Patsy’s enthusiasm for the

“The industry has certainly been good to

of the accomplishment. “It’s nice to be

association hasn’t waned in her time as

me and our family,” she concedes.

recognized. I really am grateful.”

TexasBuilders.org
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strong diligence that positioned him well
for success.
But, despite his background and skills,
establishing himself in the construction
industry was no small feat. With an original
interest in land development, George and
his partner found land to purchase, earning
minimal income after debt payments
for construction, utility and engineering
work. Ultimately, George was asked to take
his partner’s sideline project over, which
happened to be building houses in the Park
Cities. The homes were mostly teardowns,
but the work gave him the opportunity to
learn the home building and remodeling
process literally from the ground up.
“I didn’t know bright brass from bronze!”

2018 Texas Housing Hall of Honor Inductee

George Lewis
Kristin Allman

George chuckled.
Ultimately,

as

interest

rates

began

to skyrocket in the early ‘80s and the
mortgage market began to deteriorate,
George decided to focus more heavily on
his home building business, which was
beginning to rapidly flourish. Following
the crash in 1986, it didn’t make sense for

W

him to re-enter the market as a developer,
hen George Lewis,

the other people who have received this

and he continued steadfast in his home

former President of

honor, it is so awesome. I know those guys,

building business.

the Dallas Builders

a lot of them. It is really a tremendous

Association and the

lifetime honor to be included in this group

“The home building business was such

and I will cherish it forever.”

a success that I never got back into

Texas Association of Builders learned about
his induction into the 2018 Texas Housing

28

development!” George laughed.

Hall of Honor, he was speechless. After all,

George is the founder of George Lewis

he was one of the originators of the award

Custom Homes and has been a leader in

When asked what contributed to his

10 years ago. The award was established to

the Dallas building industry since 1973,

success, George paused. “Well now that’s

recognize many of the iconic builders in

specializing in custom home construction,

a tough question,” George said. “My friends

the state for the historic contributions they

which earned him some of the top

say that I’m very trustworthy and that I

made to the industry.

credentials in his field. Prior to the launch

just have principals to take care of my

of his business, George received his MBA

clients and do a good job. But also, there

“I’m still not sure why they gave this to

from Harvard University and served as a

are other things…the market was a very

me but I feel like the luckiest guy in the

contract negotiator in the U.S. Air Force,

small market for building homes in the

world,” George said. “When you look at all

affording him the business skills and

Park Cities. Most of the people that tried
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"The home builders are good people, knowledgeable people
who you can learn a lot from, if you’re interested in learning as well

Builders and Chairman of the Custom

as doing. I think the Home Builders Association is the first step

Dallas BA, before landing the roles of

Builders and Remodelers Council for the
President of the Dallas BA and President

everyone should take, and it was my first step."

of the Texas Association of Builders. Along
with remaining active in the association,

to do it failed, and I was one of the people

so learning everything from building

George

that succeeded. It was a pioneering sort

expectations

sometimes up to six homes a year, each

of thing. Other people had done it before

agencies and customer obligations is key

I had, but they weren’t in business any

to success in the industry.

to

banking,

regulatory

longer, doing that kind of work. The market

continued

to

build

houses,

with increasingly complex design.
“I had people that encouraged me in Dallas

was wide open for anyone that could get

“There’s an awful lot of teaching that goes

and Austin,” George reflected. “They made

financing, which I could, fortunately.”

on in the home builder’s association to

it very fulfilling to undertake the work in

help builders understand how to run their

those two arenas. I had the time of my life.

George went on to say, “I was dreadfully

businesses properly,” George said. “People

I was just having lots of fun!”

lucky. I had a wonderful banker. I had a

just don’t know these things unless they

good carpenter. A lot of people kept me

go to the home builders association and

Now retired, George says that the greatest

out of trouble.”

get trained. The more you participate,

part of his time as a builder was always the

the more you get. You get education,

many positive interactions he had with his

Many of the players in the industry were

you get opportunities to be a leader, to

customers. He acknowledges that carefully

looking towards opportunities in larger

organize groups, to learn Robert’s Rules of

maintaining that loyal customer base

cities, so the absence of competition also

Order and to learn how to have discipline.

proved crucial in sustaining his successful

aided in his success. In the Park Cities

The home builders are good people,

business model.

market, buyers were looking for newer,

knowledgeable people who you can learn

innovative building practice - practices

a lot from, if you’re interested in learning

“The most fun is being in a situation where

that many established builders were

as well as doing. I think the home builders

you can offer creative solutions and help

unfamiliar with. For instance, many buyers

association is the first step everyone should

people solve problems which makes them

were interested in storied homes, requiring

take, and it was my first step.”

happy,” George said. “That’s my favorite part.

advanced foundational knowledge on the

I like seeing people delighted and I like the

part of the home builder. For specialty

When George was asked to join the

opportunity that I have to be a part of that

training, George thanks the home builder’s

board of directors of the Dallas Builders

situation. It’s really wonderful to see people

association. Their support and knowledge

Association, he was elated. When he served

obtain something that’s been a lifelong

proved to be invaluable as he took on

on the Government Relations Committee,

dream and it’s a wonderful experience. I

more complex and substantial projects. He

he was the only member who had

love to be part of that experience.”

believes that joining the organization is of

remodeling experience among a group of

utmost importance to anyone entering the

land developers, with whom he was able

Despite all his well-deserved honors and

industry for the first time.

to offer insight into the very policies that

prestige in the industry, George credits his

would negatively affect small builders in

accomplishments to all those that helped

Luckily, in the late 1970s, the International

Texas. This activism of organizing resistance

shape his success.

Builders’ Show® was in Dallas, which offered

to harmful legislation gave him a strong

George a tremendous opportunity to learn

foothold in the organization, ultimately

“I was very fortunate to have wonderful

about the latest products, practices and

leading to a wealth of leadership roles in

customers,

procedures in the industry. He explains that

the organization and accolades in the field.

wonderful crews who helped me” said

there are not any real requirements that

George served as a Chairman of the Bylaws

George. “Anyway, that’s my story and I’m

prevent people from becoming builders,

Committee for the Texas Association of

sticking to it!”

wonderful

people,

TexasBuilders.org
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Government Relations

The 86th Legislature is Upon Us
Susan Wright, Government Relations Committee Chair

W

e are less than two months

have arisen as a result of Harvey. It is

and it’s critically important for us to have

away from the beginning of

imperative that the state do more to

as many members as possible to attend

the 86th Legislative Session.

protect homeowners from con-artists who

Rally Day. These visits to your Senators and

Every session brings its own

roam the state following disasters, while at

Representatives provide an opportunity

unique set of issues and challenges and

the same time sparing our industry from

to let our elected officials put a face to our

Hurricane Harvey and a new Speaker of the

interests that will try to use the tragedy to

issues and concerns of our industry and hear

House will be two factors that will create a

push self-serving legislative agendas.

directly from the builders and associates

unique start to the 86th.

who are working hard to provide affordable
And, for the first time in more than 20 years

housing and create jobs across this state.

Hurricane Harvey has become a household

there is a wide-open race for a new Speaker

I want to encourage you to attend and

term. Whether suffering personal property

of the House of Representatives. This must

encourage your fellow members to attend!

damage, supporting family and friends

be the first order of business for the House,

Our presence at the Capitol is critical in

directly affected, or coping with labor

and then the Speaker, elected by his/her

having our voice heard.

shortages across the state due to the

peers of the 150-member body, will begin

rebuilding efforts, Harvey has affected just

making critical committee appointments

about every one of us. The state legislature

and referring bills. This process will serve

will be faced with addressing a massive

as an impediment to the legislative session

bill for costs incurred from the hurricane,

taking off, however, this uncertainty adds a

putting a huge strain on the state budget

layer of intrigue that has been lacking over

and leading to discussions of spending

the last several years.

Susan Wright is the volunteer Government
Relations Chair. She is the owner of Susan
Wright & Associates, a real estate development
and community association consulting firm.

know and have heard time and time again,

Each of these issues presented above will all

86th Legislative Session –
Important Dates to Remember:

Hurricane Harvey was the largest natural

impact TAB members in one way or another,

First Day to File a Bill – Nov. 12, 2018

disaster in the history of our state, and

which is why I’m asking each of you to mark

First Day of Session – January 8, 2019

since the legislature only meets every-

your calendars now for March 20, 2019 when

Last Day to File Bills – March 8, 2019

other year, this will be the first opportunity

TAB takes the Capitol by storm for our Rally

TAB Rally Day – March 20, 2019

to make necessary appropriations to

Day. Rally Day will immediately be followed

Last Day of Session – May 27, 2019

cover expenses and address needs that

by our TAB 2019 Winter Board Meetings

money from the Rainy-Day Fund. As you

TexasBuilders.org
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HOMEPAC
STATEWIDE
Governor
Greg Abbott (R)
Lieutenant Governor
Dan Patrick (R)
Attorney General
Ken Paxton (R)
Comptroller
Glenn Hegar (R)
Agriculture
Commissioner
Sid Miller (R)

TAB
VOTER GUIDE

2018 Texas
General Election
Early Voting: Oct. 22 – Nov. 2
General Election: Nov. 6
It is important to get out and vote in November!
There are 150 members of the Texas House of
Representatives and half of the Texas Senators
up for election. This TAB Voter Guide provides a
list of HOMEPAC-supported candidates in bold in
the 2018 Texas General Election. For FAQs about
voting and polling locations, visit VoteTexas.gov.
For a list of BUILD-PAC supported Congressional
candidates, please contact NAHB.
HOMEPAC is the registered, non-partisan,
political action committee of the Texas
Association of Builders. All decisions to support
a legislative candidate are made by the
HOMEPAC Board of Trustees. Positions indicated
at the time of printing.

Political ad paid for by HOMEPAC of Texas Inc. M. Scott
Norman, Jr. Treasurer. HOMEPAC represents your political
interests at the state level and is prohibited by law from
donating to federal campaigns. Corporate donations are not
accepted. Contributions are not deductible for federal income
tax purposes. Contributions to the Texas Association of Builders
HOMEPAC are voluntary and are used for political purposes.
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Railroad Commissioner
Christi Craddick (R)
Land Commissioner
George P. Bush (R)

Supreme Court
Justice
Place 2
Jimmy Blacklock (R)
Place 4
John Devine (R)
Place 6
Jeff Brown (R)

Texas
Senate Races
District 2
Bob Hall (R)
Dallas (part), Delta, Fannin,
Hopkins, Hunt, Kaufman,
Rains, Rockwall, Van Zandt
District 3
Robert Nichols (R)
Anderson, Angelina,
Cherokee, Hardin,
Henderson, Houston, Jasper,
Liberty, Montgomery (part),
Nacogdoches, Newton,
Orange, Polk, Sabine, San
Augustine, San Jacinto,
Shelby, Trinity, Tyler
District 5
Dr. Charles Schwertner (R)
Brazos, Freestone, Grimes,
Leon, Limestone, Madison,
Milam, Robertson, Walker,
Williamson
District 7
Paul Bettencourt (R)
Harris (part)
District 8
Angela Paxton (R)
Collin (part), Dallas (part)
District 9
Kelly Hancock (R)
Dallas (part), Tarrant (part)
District 10
Konni Burton (R)
Tarrant (part)
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District 14
Kirk Watson (D)
Bastrop, Travis (part)
District 15
John Whitmire (D)
Harris (part)
District 16
Donald Huffines (R)
Dallas (part)
District 17
Jean Huffman (R)
Brazoria (part), FortBend
(part), Harris (part)
District 23
Royce West (D)
Bandera, Dallas (part)
Sabine, Shelby
District 25
Donna Campbell (R)
Bexar (part), Comal,
Guadalupe (part), Hays
(part), Kendall, Travis
District 30
Pat Fallon (R)
Archer, Clay, Collin (part),
Cooke, Denton (part), Erath,
Grayson, Jack, Montague,
Palo Pinto, Parker, Wichita,
Wise, Young
District 31
Kel Seliger (R)
Several counties

Texas
HOUSE Races
District 1
Gary Vandeaver (R) Bowie,
Franklin, Lamar, Red River
District 2
Dan Flynn (R)
Hopkins, Hunt, Van Zandt
District 3
Cecil Bell (R)
Montgomery (part), Waller
District 4
Keith Bell (R)
Henderson (part), Kaufman
District 5
Cole Hefner (R)
Camp, Morris, Rains, Smith
(part), Titus, Wood
District 6
Matt Schaefer (R)
Smith (part)
District 7
Jay Dean (R)
Gregg, Upshur
District 8
Cody Harris (R)
Anderson, Freestone,
Hill, Navarro

District 9
Chris Paddie (R)
Cass, Harrison, Marion,
Panola, Sabine, Shelby
District 10
John Wray (R)
Ellis, Henderson (part)
District 11
Travis Clardy (R)
Cherokee, Nacogdoches,
Rusk
District 12
Kyle Kacal (R)
Brazos (part), Falls,
Limestone, McLennan (part),
Robertson
District 13
Ben Leman (R)
Austin, Burleson, Colorado,
Fayette, Grimes, Lavaca,
Washington
District 14
John Raney (R)
Brazos (part)
District 15
Steve Toth (R)
Montgomery (part)
District 16
Will Metcalf (R)
Montgomery (part)

District 26
Rick Miller (R)
Fort Bend (part)
District 27
Ron Reynolds (D)
Fort Bend (part)
District 28
John Zerwas (R)
Fort Bend (part)
District 29
Ed Thompson (R)
Brazoria (part)
District 30
Geanie Morrison (R)
Aransas, Calhoun, DeWitt,
Goliad, Refugio, Victoria
District 31
Ryan Guillen (D)
Atascosa, Brooks, Duval, Jim
Hogg, Kenedy, LaSalle, Live
Oak, McMullen, Starr, Willacy
District 32
Todd Hunter (R)
Nueces (part)
District 33
Justin Holland (R)
Collin (part), Rockwall
District 34
Abel Herrero (D)
Nueces (part)

District 17
John Cyrier (R)
Bastrop, Caldwell,
Gonzales, Karnes, Lee

District 35
Oscar Longoria (D)
Cameron (part), Hidalgo

District 18
Ernest Bailes (R)
Liberty, San Jacinto, Walker

District 36
Sergio Muñoz Jr. (D)
Hidalgo (part)

District 19
James White (R)
Hardin, Jasper, Newton,
Polk, Tyler

District 37
Alex Dominguez (D)
Cameron (part)

District 20
Terry Wilson (R)
Burnet, Miliam, Williamson
(part)
District 21
Dade Phelan (R)
Jefferson (part), Orange
District 22
Joe Deshotel (D)
Jefferson (part)
District 23
Mayes Middleton (R)
Chambers, Galveston (part)
District 24
Greg Bonnen (R)
Galveston (part)
District 25
Dennis Bonnen (R)
Brazoria (part), Matagorda

District 38
Eddie lucio, III (D)
Cameron (part)
District 39
Armando Martinez (D)
Hidalgo (part)
District 40
Terry Canales (D)
Hidalgo (part)
District 41
Bobby Guerra (D)
Hidalgo (part)
District 42
Richard Raymond (D)
Webb (part)
District 43
J.M. Lozano (R)
Bee, Jim Wells, Kleberg,
San Patricio
District 44
John Kuempel (R)
Guadalupe, Wilson

HOMEPAC
Texas
HOUSE Races
District 45
Ken Strange (R)
Blanco, Hays
District 46
Sheryl Cole (D)
Travis (part)
District 47
Paul Workman (R)
Travis (part)
District 49
Gina Hinojosa (D)
Travis (part)
District 50
Celia Israel (D)
Travis (part)
District 51
Eddie Rodriguez (D)
Travis (part)
District 53
Andrew Murr (R)
Bandera, Crockett,
Edwards, Kerr, Kimble,
Llano, Mason, Medina,
Menard, Real,
Schleicher, Sutton
District 54
Brad Buckley (R)
Bell (part), Lampasas
District 55
Hugh Shine (R)
Bell (part)
District 56
Charles “Doc” Anderson (R)
McLennan (part)
District 57
Trent Ashby (R)
Angelina, Houston, Leon,
Madison, San Augustine,
Trinity
District 58
DeWayne Burns (R)
Bosque, Johnson
District 59
J.D. Sheffield (R)
Comanche, Coryell, Erath,
Hamilton, McCulloch, Mills,
San Saba, Somervell
District 60
Mike Lang (R)
Brown, Callahan, Coleman,
Eastland, Hood, Palo Pinto,
Shackelford, Stephens
District 61
Phil King (R)
Parker, Wise
District 62
Reggie Smith (R)
Delta, Fannin, Grayson

District 63
Tan Parker (R)
Denton (part)

District 79
Joe Pickett (D)
El Paso (part)

District 95
Nicole Collier (D)
Tarrant (part)

District 116
Trey Martinez Fischer (D)
Bexar (part)

District 136
Tony Dale (R)
Williamson

District 64
Lynn Stucky (R)
Denton (part)

District 80
Tracy King (D)
Dimmit, Frio, Uvalde, Webb
(part), Zapata, Zavala

District 96
Bill Zedler (R)
Tarrant (part)

District 117
Philip Cortez (D)
Bexar (part)

District 137
Gene Wu (D)
Harris (part)

District 97
Craig Goldman (R)
Tarrant (part)

District 119
Roland Gutierrez (D)
Bexar (part)

District 138
Dwayne Bohac (R)
Harris (part)

District 98
Giovanni Capriglione (R)
Tarrant (part)

District 120
Barbara Gervin-Hawkins (D)
Bexar (part)

District 139
Jarvis Johnson (D)
Harris (part)

District 99
Charlie Geren (R)
Tarrant (part)

District 121
Steve Allison (R)
Bexar (part)

District 140
Armando Walle (D)
Harris (part)

District 100
Eric Johnson (D)
Dallas (part)

District 122
Lyle Larson (R)
Bexar (part)

District 141
Senfronia Thompson (D)
Harris (part)

District 101
Chris Turner (D)
Tarrant (part)

District 123
Diego Bernal (D)
Bexar (part)

district 142
Harold Dutton Jr. (D)
Harris (part)

District 102
Linda Koop (R)
Dallas County (part)

District 124
Ina Minjarez (D)
Bexar (part)

District 143
Ana Hernandez (D)
Harris (part)

District 103
Rafael Anchia (D)
Dallas (part)

District 125
Justin Rodriguez (D)
Bexar (part)

District 144
Mary Ann Perez (D)
Harris (part)

District 104
Jessica Gonzalez (D)
Dallas (part)

District 126
E. Sam Harless (R)
Harris (part)

District 145
Carol Alvarado (D)
Harris (part)

District 105
Rodney Anderson (R)
Dallas (part)

District 127
Dan Huberty (R)
Harris (part)

District 146
Shawn Thierry (D)
Harris (part)

District 106
Jared Patterson (R)
Denton (part)

District 128
Briscoe Cain (R)
Harris (part)

District 147
Garnet Coleman (D)
Harris (part)

District 107
Victoria Neave (D)
Dallas (part)

District 129
Dennis Paul (R)
Harris (part)

District 149
Hubert Vo (D)
Harris (part)

District 108
Morgan Meyer (R)
Dallas (part)

District 130
Tom Oliverson (R)
Harris (part)

District 150
Valoree Swanson (R)
Harris (part)

District 109
Carl Sherman Sr. (D)
Dallas (part)

District 131
Alma Allen (D)
Harris (part)

3rd Court
of APPEALS

District 110
Toni Rose (D)
Dallas (part)

District 132
Mike Schofield (R)
Harris (part)

District 111
Yvonne Davis (D)
Dallas (part)

District 133
Jim Murphy (R)
Harris (part)

District 112
Angie Chen Button (R)
Dallas (part)

District 134
Sarah Davis (R)
Harris (part)

District 115
Matt Rinaldi (R)
Dallas (part)

District 135
Gary Elkins (R)
Harris (part)

District 65
Ron Simmons (R)
Denton (part)
District 66
Matt Shaheen (R)
Collin (part)
District 67
Jeff Leach (R)
Collin (part)
District 68
Drew Springer (R)
Childress, Collingsworth,
Cooke, Cottle, Crosby,
Dickens, Fisher, Floyd,
Garza, Hall, Hardeman,
Haskell, Jack, Kent,
King, Montague, Motley,
Stonewall, Throckmorton,
Wheeler, Wilbarger, Young
District 69
James Frank (R)
Archer, Baylor, Clay, Foard,
Knox, Wichita
District 70
Scott Sanford (R)
Collin (part)
District 71
Stan Lambert (R)
Jones, Nolan, Taylor
District 72
Drew Darby (R)
Coke, Concho, Glasscock,
Howard, Irion, Reagan,
Runnels, Sterling, Tom
Green
District 73
Kyle Biedermann (R)
Comal, Gillespie, Kendall
District 74
Poncho Nevárez (D)
Brewster, Culberson,
Hudspeth, Jeff Davis,
Kinney, Loving, Maverick,
Pecos, Presidio, Reeves,
Terrell, Val Verde
District 75
Mary González (D)
El Paso (part)
District 76
César Blanco (D)
El Paso (part)
District 77
Evelina Ortega (D)
El Paso (part)
District 78
Joe Moody (D)
El Paso (part)

District 81
Brooks Landgraf (R)
Andrews, Ector, Ward,
Winkler
District 82
Tom Craddick (R)
Crane, Dawson, Martin,
Midland, Upton
District 83
Dustin Burrows (R)
Borden, Gaines, Lubbock
(part), Lynn, Mitchell,
Scurry, Terry
District 84
John Frullo (R)
Lubbock (part)
District 85
Phil Stephenson (R)
Fort Bend (part), Jackson,
Wharton
District 86
John Smithee (R)
Dallam, Deaf Smith,
Hartley, Oldham, Parmer,
Randall
District 87
Four Price (R)
Carson, Hutchinson,
Moore, Potter, Sherman
District 88
Ken King (R)
Armstrong, Bailey, Briscoe,
Castro, Cochran, Donley,
Gray, Hale, Hansford,
Hemphill, Hockley, Lamb,
Lipscomb, Ochiltree,
Roberts, Swisher, Yoakum
District 89
Candy Noble (R)
Collin (part)
District 91
Stephanie Klick (R)
Tarrant (part)
District 92
Jonathan Stickland (R)
Tarrant (part)
District 93
Matt Krause (R)
Tarrant (part)
District 94
Tony Tinderholt (R)
Tarrant (part)

Place 2
Cindy Olson Bourland (R)
Place 3
Scott Field (R)
Place 5
David Puryear (R)
Place 6
Michael Toth (R)
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Speaking Out

communities are still rebuilding. You led

As a judge, I took satisfaction in helping vic-

the charge in the Senate to secure billions

tims find justice. Now as a member of the

of federal dollars for Texas to rebuild,

Senate Judiciary Committee, I’ve helped

and notably, you were able to double the

pass a number of laws to promote crime

initial federal relief package from $7.4

victims’ rights, such as the Justice for Victims

billion to more than $15 billion. Can you

of Trafficking Act and the Sexual Assault

tell us about your fight to secure disaster

Forensic Evidence Reporting (SAFER) Act.

relief funds for Texas, and what recovery
projects you’re still working on?

The Senate has the constitutional privilege of providing advice and consent to

John Cornyn, United States Senator

You have the distinction of not only being
Texas’ senior United States Senator, but
you’ve also been elected by your fellow
Senators to serve as Senate Majority
Whip. Can you tell us what that role
entails, and how your leadership position
benefits the Texans you represent?
It is an immense honor to serve as
Senate Majority Whip, and I’m grateful
to my colleagues for electing me to this
position. Theoretically, the whip counts
heads and rounds up party members for
votes. Sometimes, my job feels more like
trying to keep bullfrogs in a wheelbarrow
while running.
Working alongside Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell to deliver on priorities for the
American people and building relation-

Hurricane Harvey devastated so many

the President on judicial nominations,

Texas communities, and as we saw Texans

and I’ve found my experience as a judge

cleaning out their lifelong homes and busi-

helpful as we review nominees. This year

nesses, Congress also got to work on recov-

alone, we’ve confirmed dozens of judicial

ery. Senator Ted Cruz and I, along with the

nominees to all levels of federal courts. All

Texas delegation, visited communities all

of these judges have demonstrated strict

along the coast to see the storm’s effects

adherence to the Constitution and respect

firsthand and help clear debris. When we

for the rule of law, and I’m confident each

returned to Washington following the

one of them will serve the nation well.

storm, we passed three separate aid bills
totaling roughly $147 billion to respond to

It seems Americans are more divided

Hurricane Harvey and other disasters.

than ever when it comes to politics. Yet
despite the divide, you held the record

As Texas rebuilds, it’s critical we take steps

last Congress for most bills signed

to ensure the region can better withstand

into law of any Member of Congress,

major weather events in the future. That’s

and you’re close to leading again this

why I worked with my colleagues to make

Congress. How do you cut through the

sure that in the third disaster bill—which

noise and get things done for Texas in

provided aid for many natural disasters—

this hyper-polarized political climate?

we designated roughly half of the relevant
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers construction

Republicans have made a concerted effort

funds for Texas-specific projects. Long-term

to open up the legislative process and

planning also continues; the Corps’ ongoing

allow more discussion and debate about

Coastal Texas Study—funded by Congress—

the issues that affect our nation—including

will provide a comprehensive strategy for

the ability for Senators to actually amend

flood mitigation, which is a necessary next

bills on the floor—something that was rou-

step toward long-term coastal protection.

tinely blocked under Democrat control.

ships with my other Senate colleagues has
helped me affect positive change. It also
gives Texas a powerful seat at the leadership table to help ensure Texas priorities
are addressed.
More than a year after Hurricane
Harvey hit Texas, many families and
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You’ve been serving Texas for nearly

We all want what’s best for our constitu-

three decades, first as a district judge,

ents and for America, but many of us dis-

as a Texas Supreme Court Justice, and

agree on how to get there. My strategy is

then as Texas Attorney General before

what I call the 80/20 rule. If we can focus

running for the U.S. Senate. How has

on the 80 percent we agree on, rather than

your background in justice shaped your

20 percent we don’t, we can get much

work in the Senate?

more done. And with this strategy, I’ve
been able to introduce and pass a number

Speaking Out

TEXAS BUILDER
NOW AVAILABLE

IN AN APP

of bipartisan bills, including bills to help

Cuts and Jobs Act has already led to mil-

law enforcement get better equipment

lions of Americans receiving raises and

and training, to prevent gun violence,

bonuses, and rolling back Obama-era reg-

and to help veterans transition into the

ulations has lifted a wet blanket off the

private sector.

Texas economy and allowed businesses to
thrive again. Earlier this year, we hit 4.2%

Reading Mode

What are some of your Senate

economic growth, and if we keep priori-

accomplishments of which you are

tizing pro-growth policies that put more

the most proud?

money back in Americans’ pockets, I’m
confident it will continue.

In the sixteen years I’ve been in the Senate,
my most proud accomplishments are the

I’m also proud of the tens of thousands of

laws I’ve authored that promote safety and

Texans my staff has helped over the years

economic opportunity for Texas families.

to resolve their problems with federal
agencies. As I work for all 28 million Texans,

I’m proud of the economic growth the

I want to make sure our government is also

GOP-led Congress has sparked. The Tax

working for and responsive to all Texans.

Biography
Page 13

Page 14

Page 15

Senator John Cornyn
In 2014, Texans overwhelmingly re-elected Senator John Cornyn to represent them for a
third term in the U.S. Senate. Since he was first elected in 2002, Sen. Cornyn has earned

Capitalize on the moments while your
peers are catching up on the latest
industry trends. The Texas Builder
App allows users to access the latest
publications in the construction
industry at any time & place. They will
be able to easily access full issues of
the Texas Builder Magazine from their
mobile phone or tablet device. Get the
digital exposure that your company
needs by advertising with a banner or
splash page on the app.
For Advertising Information Contact:
Mitchell Kleinschmidt
E&M Consulting, Inc.
toll free. 800.572.0011
local. 512.692.9859

a national reputation as an articulate and powerful voice for Texas and conservative
values in Washington. Sen. Cornyn, a San Antonio native, strongly believes that we need
more Texas solutions in Washington, which is why he consistently fights to bring the
Lone Star State’s commonsense solutions to the federal level.
He has committed himself to strengthening our national defense, securing our
borders, repairing our broken immigration system and strengthening the economy
by keeping taxes low, reducing federal spending, and fighting job-killing regulations
from Washington bureaucrats. Sen. Cornyn has also been a tireless advocate for Texas
military personnel, veterans, and their families, and he has fought to provide these brave
Americans with the best possible support, care, and benefits. In addition to serving on
the Senate Finance, Intelligence, and Judiciary Committees, Sen. Cornyn serves as the
Majority Whip, a position that gives Texas a powerful seat at Congress’ leadership table.
Sen. Cornyn has served the people of Texas for the last three decades, first as a district
judge and later as a member of the Texas Supreme Court and Texas Attorney General.
He received his undergraduate degree from Trinity University, his law degree from St.
Mary’s School of Law, and his LLM from the University of Virginia Law School. Sen.
Cornyn married his wife Sandy in 1979, and they have two grown daughters.

mitchell@emconsultinginc.com
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Featured Project

Set Up for Success:

RisherMartin’s Award-Winning U-V House
Katie Carlson

J

eremy Martin of RisherMartin Fine Homes is no stranger

invest the money in a professional agency that could help them

to the construction business. A third-generation builder,

define their image, rather than continue trying to do it themselves.

he started getting familiar with construction sites at the

“I think sometimes builders are DIY guys and want to do this kind

age of four. Now, decades later, Jeremy and his business

of stuff ourselves to save money. We’ve tried not to do that. We

partner, Chris Risher, are becoming familiar with winning

spend our time building houses and we let our branding agency

awards. At the 2018 TAB Star Awards, RisherMartin came away

spend their time building ads.”

with an impressive number of accolades—10 wins, including
the coveted Custom Builder of the Year award. But Jeremy and

The branding agency helped RisherMartin to discover what they

Chris don’t want to take all the credit for the award-winning U-V

wanted to be as a company, what type of work they wanted to

House. “In order to get a great result, you’ve got to build a great

be doing, who they wanted to be working with, and how they

team,” Jeremy says. In partnering with a professional branding

could reach that audience. To put it simply, the agency helped

agency, local architects, and experienced clients, RisherMartin

them define their identity as a company and hone their message.

has certainly set themselves up for success.

“Within the last couple years, we’ve really dialed in on what we do
well and what we do differently from the competition,” Jeremy

36

What sets RisherMartin apart? This is the question that the

says. “We are able to be very focused in what we’re saying, the

company has tackled over the past few years. “Earlier in our career,

way we’re saying it, and who we’re saying it to.” Working with

I think our marketing message was a little more scattershot. We

their agency, they put a unified message out across many

were trying to be all things to all people. We didn’t really know

marketing channels. Jeremy says, “No matter where our customer

what our identity was as a company.” One thing they did know was

sees us, whether it’s a job site sign, the website, social media or

that they were throwing a lot of money at marketing and hoping

the brochure, they’re getting this repetitive, consistent message.”

for the best. Jeremy says that one of their smartest moves was to

The investment in this message has certainly paid off, with
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Featured Project

U-V House
www.rishermartin.com

Project Location: Austin, TX
Builder: Risher Martin Fine Homes
HBA Affiliation: HBA of Greater Austin

RisherMartin taking home Star Awards for Best Sales Brochure

think that when you’ve gone through the process three or four

and Best Print Ad this year.

times you know what the pitfalls are,” Jeremy says. “You also

With a better understanding of who they are as a company, and

and they voiced a lot of those concerns.”

have a strong sense of what you don’t want to happen again,
a better knowledge of their potential clients, they were able to
focus their message to better reach their intended audience. Part

Surprisingly, despite the ultra-contemporary design of the home, this

of that intended audience was local architects. “As part of our

was the clients’ first experience building modern. They were looking

marketing plan, we make it a point to go out and try to build

for a “large home that lives small”—a place that was durable, low

relationships with architects in our market that we respect and

maintenance, and energy efficient. “They wanted to enjoy their home,

whose work we admire.” As a result of reaching out in this way,

not maintain their home,” explains Jeremy. Being empty nesters, they

when an architect is starting a project and the client is looking

wanted room for visiting family, but still wanted to feel comfortable

for a builder, that relationship paves the way for a meeting and

and cozy when it was just the two of them. To accomplish this, the

interview for RisherMartin.

house is divided into two wings. The couple lives in one wing, and
when no one is visiting, the guest wing can be shut off from the rest

This was the case with the U-V House. Architect Jay Dupont

of the house. Even the mechanical systems can be shut down, which

of J Square Architecture brought his bold vision of a modern

makes the house extremely energy efficient.

home as he worked with a couple from Florida—empty
nesters looking to move to Austin to be closer to family. The

The site selection and house orientation, coupled with floor-to-

homeowners had built several custom homes over the years.

ceiling windows throughout, provide amazing views while still

They knew exactly what they wanted, and, perhaps more

allowing privacy. The master bath showcases a freestanding

importantly, the kind of experience they wanted to have. “I

tub surrounded by windows and bathed in natural light. A tiled
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"There’s no molding, trim, or texture to hide mistakes
as there would be in a more traditional home. It all

Modern design, Jeremy says, looks deceptively simple. The
clean lines, lack of clutter, and abundant natural light bely a
straightforward design, but it’s not that easy. “There’s very little

pays off in the end when it works, but if you don’t

margin for error. And there are very few degrees of freedom when

know what you’re doing, it can be pretty treacherous."

you’re trying to make all these different building components come
together—these floor-to-ceiling glass windows, all of the stone
work, smooth drywall, and high-gloss cabinetry. The way these
components are assembled, you literally can’t miss by a quarter of

shower sits in the center of the large room, situated to allow the

an inch because it throws the whole house off. The problem is if you

homeowners to enjoy the view even from inside. In the master

make an error early in the process and get off by a quarter of an inch,

bedroom, a wood ceiling treatment warms up the contemporary

and then in the next phase of construction you’re off by another

look of the sharp lines and high-gloss furniture.

quarter of an inch, and the next phase you’re off… these small
errors eventually compound, and the whole thing breaks.” There’s

The kitchen boasts more high-gloss cabinetry and top-of-the-line

no molding, trim, or texture to hide mistakes as there would be in a

appliances. A large island is just one of many gathering spots. The

more traditional home. “It all pays off in the end when it works, but if

cut Lueder limestone walls and butterfly roof create asymmetrical

you don’t know what you’re doing, it can be pretty treacherous. We

and interesting lines and add to the contemporary, sleek feel. A

had an extremely skilled project manager that was running this job

covered patio stretches the length of the house, with multiple

for us. Obviously, he did an amazing job.”

seating areas surrounding a tranquil infinity pool. It’s easy to see
how this home could win five Star Awards.

This low tolerance for error is one reason that RisherMartin has
a very rigid pre-construction process. They plan for each and
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Featured Project

every part of the home before even one shovel hits the dirt. Each

and their fellow builders to be better. Even though they are

project is documented with a process they call “The Book,” which

competitors, helping each other only improves the industry for

lays out every detail for the home ahead of time. “A project that’s

everyone. “We’re pushing each other higher for the benefit of

well-planned is half built,” says Jeremy. “We can accurately tell our

the overall building community. Ultimately, we want the clients

project managers, our clients, and our trade partners exactly what

to get the best experience possible,” Jeremy explains. “The home

should be built and how it should be built, which is very difficult

builders association has been a huge piece of that for us.”

to do in the custom home business.” It’s this attention to detail at
the beginning of the process that delivers a great home at the end,

Even with the prestigious Custom Home Builder of the Year

and ensures an enjoyable experience during the build.

award on the shelf, RisherMartin’s aspirations are humble: they
want to keep delivering on their promises and delighting their

For this specific build, the pre-construction period lasted a full year,

clients and architects. When Jeremy reflects on the best part

with the construction itself taking 15 months. “This was the most

of working on this award-winning custom home, it isn’t the

technical, challenging home we’ve ever constructed, but the fact

advanced mechanical systems or the clean, crisp lines, but rather

that we were on budget and on schedule, and that we were able to

the client’s experience that matters the most. “We put a lot of

deliver it with almost no change orders—that is a real testament to

focus and energy into the journey that our clients are on during

our system, our process, our people, and how we execute.”

the build process; we want it to be fun for them, we want it to be

Word of mouth is crucial for any builder to grow their clientele,

enjoy the fact that we got the outcome that we wanted, and that

and Jeremy believes that membership in TAB can aid in that goal.

the process was as smooth as we thought it was going to be and

He explains that in addition to the educational opportunities

the journey itself ended up being a good one for the architect

that the association provides, each member pushes themselves

and for our client—I guess that’s what I’m most proud of.”

low stress, we don’t want them on edge the whole way through. I
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Brian Underwood, Mark Welch and Nancy
Reid. Mark Atkins with MASA Studio is the
project's architect.

Homeaid Breaks Ground On Their 50th Project
HomeAid Houston, a Greater Houston
Builders Association (GHBA) charity was
joined by David Weekley Homes at the
ceremonial groundbreaking of The Village
at Gracewood - Next Step Project, the
first four of eight duplexes that will house
mothers who need additional time on
the Gracewood campus to finish their
education or certification program. This
groundbreaking marks the 50th HomeAid
Houston project in its 15-year history.
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Gracewood is a Children at Heart ministry
that provides housing for mothers and their
children who need a safe haven from crisis
situations. These units will give them the
ability to learn to live independently while still
being able to access counseling and other
services on the Gracewood campus. This is
part of a larger campus expansion project
that includes the completed construction of a
volunteer center and a community center that
is in the planning stages. The David Weekley
Homes construction team is being led by

Texas Association of Builders November/December 2018

HomeAid has been a long-time partner
with Gracewood. The three existing 7,000+
sq. ft. homes on the Spring Branch campus
were built through HomeAid who partnered
with MHI on the first two, and with Legend
Homes/Princeton Classic Homes on the
third home. The homes were finished out
with donated furniture and appliances by a
number of companies in the Houston area.
About Homeaid: HomeAid Houston was
established in 2003 to work with Houston
homeless care providers to build and renovate
shelters that transform lives. By partnering with
GHBA builders, remodelers, developers and
suppliers, HomeAid is able to effectively multiply
the impact of gifts provided by generous
donors. For more information on HomeAid
Houston visit www.homeaidhouston.org or
call 281-970-8970.

Lonestar Newsmakers

Custom Builder of the Year
Michael Turner, Classic Urban Homes

Remodeler of the Year
Evan Ratcliff, Key Residential

Associate of the Year
Greg Paschall, Intex Electrical Contractors

Dallas BA Announces 2018 ARC Awards Winners
The Dallas Builders Association (Dallas BA)

Winners were named in approximately 75

Jenny Anchondo of Morning Dose served

has announced the winners of its 2018 ARC

categories including Best New Home, Best

as the mistress of ceremonies.

Awards, held Aug. 18 at the Westin Galleria

Conceptual Design, Best Outdoor Living

Dallas and presented in partnership with

Space, Remodeler of the Year and Custom

DHome magazine will include coverage

Centricity. The ARC Awards are held each

Builder of the Year. Classic Urban Homes

of the 2018 ARC Awards in its November/

summer to recognize building excellence by

was named Custom Builder of the Year. Key

December issue. A complete list of winners

associate members, remodelers and custom

Residential was honored as the Remodeler

can be accessed at https://dallasbuilders.org/

builder members of the association.

of the Year. Greg Paschall of Intex Electrical

wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Winners.pdf

Contractors is the Associate of the Year.

Our association lost a very dear friend and long-time
member in Ron Connally of Amarillo, Texas. Ron, 64,
passed away unexpectedly on Saturday, Sept. 29.

Ron Connally
1954 – 2018

His steady and quiet leadership was invaluable during
a tumultuous time for the industry and association.
Ron stepped up to serve as the Texas Association of
Builders President in 2008 and 2009. He was a TAB
Life Director and served on numerous state and local
association committees. Ron took pride in being the
founding chair and a long-time trustee for the Texas
Builders Foundation that was established in 2010.
For years, he served on TAB’s executive team and the
Texas Panhandle Builders Association leadership team.
He was also a director for the National Association

of Home Builders in 2016 and 2017. In 2011, he was
honored as Texas Builder of the Year by the state
association. Ron Connally Construction started
building custom homes in the Panhandle in 1984.
Ron was born on June 8, 1954 in Guymon, Oklahoma to
Bonnie and the late H. G. “Bud” Connally. Ron graduated
from Tascosa High in 1972 and received a bachelor’s
degree from West Texas A&M University. He married his
wife, Tina, on May 28, 1982 in Amarillo, Texas.
They have two daughters, Cari Morrison and Kalee
Nofsinger, and a son, Brennan Connally. Ron and
Tina also have one grandson, Channing Nofsinger.
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Advertorial

New BarnCraft Rolling
Door Designs for 2019
GlassCraft Door Company
introduces many new designs for
its 2019 BarnCraft Rolling Doors &
Hardware Collection, including the
new Chevron design. This design
which is part of BarnCraft’s MDF
Series is made of high-quality solid
medium fiber board material that
produces a durable, heavier, more
stable door compared to other
barn doors in the market. New
finish options, hardware, and door
designs will also be available with
the launch of the 2019 BarnCraft
catalog. Join GlassCraft for the
unveiling at the 2019 IBS Expo in
Vegas, Booth# C8437 Central Hall.
About GlassCraft Door Company:
GlassCraft Door Company® is
an award winning manufacturer
of wood, composite and steel
entry doors for the residential building market. Founded in 1977 based on strong principles of quality,
craftsmanship and service, GlassCraft has since grown into one of the country’s Top Door Manufacturers
with 210,000 sq. ft facility and nationwide distribution. GlassCraft has received multiple patents and
awards for its product innovation. GlassCraft offers the following product lines: WoodCraft mahogany
& knotty alder entry doors, FiberCraft composite entry doors, Buffalo Forge ThermaPlus steel entry doors
with thermal break, and the BarnCraft rolling doors and hardware. Visit www.glasscraft.com for details.
Visit www.glasscraft.com for details.

Advertorial

Acme Brick Company Earns
Nationally Acclaimed “Partners of
Choice Award” From David Weekley
Homes For Seventh Consecutive Year.

Shown with Acme Brick’s Partner of Choice award are: (l. to r.) Bill Justus, Vice President of
supply chain services for Weekley Homes, Tom Jeter, North Texas Region Sales Manager for
Acme, Jeremy Emler, Houston Sales Representative for Acme and David Weekley.
Acme Brick Company is one of only seven companies nationwide that have received David
Weekley Homes’ highly coveted 2017 “Partners of Choice Award” with an “A” ranking in
Quality. This is the seventh consecutive year that Acme has been chosen a “Partner of Choice”
one of only three in this group of national companies to have done so.
David Weekley Homes, the largest, privately-held home builder in America,
implemented its comprehensive supplier evaluation system and its measurement
for world-class excellence, the “Partners of Choice Award” in 2004. The unique
evaluation platform is based on input from nearly one-thousand David Weekley
team members evaluating 200 suppliers. It allows David Weekley Homes to analyze
supplier performance in diverse industries, provide feedback to these suppliers, and
recognize those truly outstanding achievers.
Bill Justus, VP of Supply Chain Services for David Weekley Homes, implemented the
industry-leading evaluation method in order to reduce channel costs, improve service, and
provide the highest degree of homeowner satisfaction.
Weekley’s commitment to quality has also enabled them to be recognized twelve times as
one of Fortune Magazine’s 100 Best Companies to Work For. No other homebuilder in
America has made this list more than twice.
Commenting on Acme’s performance Weekley’s Bill Justus said, “Acme achieved a 9.65
rating out of 10 from approximately 1,000 rating opportunites. This is outstanding work,
especially when you consider that in some markets they do not sell to us direct, but
through a network of down-stream channel partners. Their active management of the
entire supply chain enabled our friends at Acme to achieve world-class performance.”
Stan McCarthy Acme’s Senior Vice President of Sales said, "This award has a great deal of
significance since we are measured with over 200 national companies, most of whom are
household names. Of those, only two companies in addition to Acme Brick have won this
award seven consecutive years! Acme Brick and David Weekley Homes have been great
partners since 1976."
Acme Brick Company, founded in 1891, is the nation’s largest brickmaker. Acme owns 17
brick plants and has 69 company-owned sales offices across 14 states, plus a nationwide
network of independent distributors. The company celebrated its 127th birthday on April
17, 2018. www.brick.com.
About David Weekley Homes
David Weekley Homes, founded in 1976, is headquartered in Houston and operates in 22
cities across the United States. David Weekley Homes was the first builder in the United
States to be awarded the Triple Crown of American Home Building, an honor which
includes “America’s Best Builder,” “National Housing Quality Award” and “National
Builder of the Year.” Weekley has also appeared 12 times on FORTUNE magazine’s “100
Best Companies to Work For®” list. Since inception, David Weekley Homes has closed
more than 80,000 homes. For more information about David Weekley Homes, visit www.
davidweekleyhomes.com
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